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是 NP 难题。目前针对 PCB 板和集成电路自动布线的研究已经非常全面，但是














CAM 三个功能模块进行完善和集成，形成一个 MID 计算机辅助机电集成设计
系统，主要工作如下： 















































3D-MID (Three Dimensional - Molded Interconnect Devices) is an innovative 
technology in mechatronics field that abandons conventional PCB boards, 
integrating the mechanical and electronic functions on 3D base material and opening 
up a wider path to utilize limited space to design new mechatronics devices. 
Obviously, this new technology requires, 3D layout design, increasing the 
difficulties of MID products design. 
3D layout is crucial in integrated design for mechatronic products, and routing 
is a NP problem. Research for routing on PCB boards and integrated circuits is 
plentiful, but there is little research on 3D auto-routing on 3D base surfaces of MID 
products. A 3D topological auto-routing algorithm was developed in this paper based 
on a 3D search graph, figuring out the problem of routing on complex routing bases 
surface. The 3D search graph concludes adjacent relations among different surfaces, 
getting rid of surface limitation. The renewal of the search graph assure that routes 
won’t cross through each other. In addition, the data structure combining hash table 
and adjacency list was used to store the 3D search graph, which reduces the storage 
space and promote the algorithm efficiency. Afterwards, the generation of 
rubber-bands was realized on modified A* algorithm and funnel algorithm. And then 
append appropriate spokes to obtain extended rubber-bands, which are treated as 
shortest paths theoretically. The completion rate of routing can be elevated where 
there are excessive routes in relatively small region, for rubber-bands are elastic 
allowing next route squeeze through two existed routes. 
Besides, this paper integrated and promoted electronic parts library, MID 
product design module and laser direct structuring (CAM) module, forming a MID 
integrated design system. The main research contents are as follows: 

















integrated database in MID product design module, and make the electronic parts 
library developed can be utilized in MID product design. And also develop the 
function to add new 3D electronic parts into the unified database. 
2) Some auxillary routing functions were developed based on the 3D 
auto-routing algorithm, like verification of routability, interactive definition of 
routing order and unrouted faces. The proper adjustments of routing order facilitate 
the routing process. Definition of unrouted faces avoid some special faces which are 
not suited for routing, reducing search scope and enhancing search efficiency. The 
minimum distance among multiple routes.  
3) Finally, this paper design a particular file format to preserve the integrated 
information of MID products and develop corresponding functions to read and write 
this kind of files, which provide interface for the save and import of MID products. 
The practicability of the MID integrated design system was promoted to a large 
extent. 
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